multimedia services require quite high user data rates (from 2 Mb/s up), which are nowadays common in high-speed wired networks but still a challenge over a radio link. Second, the integration of mobility within B-ISDN implies the dynamic reestablishment of the ATM virtual circuits (VCs) within the short time span of the mobile terminal handover from one macrocell (which may result from the collection of several microcells) to another. In addition, an important goal of the VC reestablishment procedure is to ensure in-sequence and loss-free delivery of the ATM cells containing user data in order to guarantee the quality of service (QoS) requirements on the connections.
This article focuses on the latter issue, and is organized as follows. In the next section we provide the basic definitions concerning the various network elements in the W-ATM scenario and the W-ATM architecture. We then define the VC management problem. In the third section we concisely discuss the contributions in this field that previously appeared in the literature, and we present a novel technique that deals with the VC reestablishment problem, emphasizing its innovative aspects which permit a progressive upgrade of the fixed part of the ATM network for the incremental introduction of user terminal mobility. In the fourth section we illustrate some numerical performance results obtained with the detailed simulation of a simple W-ATM scenario at the ATM cell level. Finally, the fifth section concludes the article. A detailed description of our proposal for the management of VCs in W-ATM networks is included in Appendix A.
Architecture Overview
A n illustration of the W-ATM scenario is presented in Fig. 1 , where we have adopted the same terminology used in [2] . The W-ATM scenario comprises mobile terminals (MTs), base stations (BSs), and ATM switches (ATM nodes). ATM switches and BSs belong to the fixed network segment, whereas MTs can directly communicate only with BSs, which provide the interface between the wired and wireless portions of the network.
Each BS controls one macrocell of the W-ATM network (further subdivided into microcells or picocells depending on the radio transmission technology used), and communicates with all the MTs in the macrocell. A number of BSs can be connected to the same ATM switch. The ATM switch connected to one or more BSs is termed the local exchange (LE), with respect to the MTs that communicate with the BSs.
According to several proposals, during VC reestablishment, one ATM switch must perform special functions to manage the rerouting of the connection; this switch is called the pivot node (PN) in this article; other authors call such an ATM node the cross-over switch (COS) .
The protocol stack within the fixed and wireless network segments is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The radio interface between the BS and MT comprises the radio physical layer (RPHY), radio multiple access (RMAC) layer, and radio logical link control layer (RLLC), which are globally referred to as the radio access layer (RAL). Similar to fixed ATM networks, end-to-end connections between mobile/fixed terminals are provided by the ATM adaptation layer (AAL) present in the end-user protocol stack. Conversely, the protocol stacks at BSs and ATM switches reach only the ATM layer.
It can be observed that, in this architecture, ATM cells are exchanged all the way between end-user terminals, thus implying that ATM cells are carried over the radio interface. This approach yields a simple and homogeneous network architecture with end-to-end ATM cell delivery through standard ATM service access points.
Approaches to Network Handovers U ser mobility requires different types of handover procedures. First of all, a radio handover procedure is necessary to manage the user terminal movements from one microcell (or picocell) to another within the same macrocell. This handover procedure involves only the BS to which the MT is connected, and can be limited to the RAL without reaching the ATM layer, so as long as the ATM cell sequence is preserved, any radio handover protocol, from the simple ones used today in cellular telephony to the more sophisticated alternatives exploiting spatial, or macro, diversity, can be adopted. Thus, only a change of radio channel is necessary in this case.
Second, a network handover procedure is necessary to manage the user terminal movements from one macrocell (managed by the source BS, say BS 1 ) to another macrocell (managed by the destination BS, say BS 2 ). Two scenarios are possible: both BS 1 and BS 2 are connected to the same LE, originating the local handover, or conversely, the two BSs are connected to different LEs, originating the global handover.
Besides the RAL management of the radio handover, the network handover also requires VC reestablishment at the ATM layer. From the MT viewpoint there is no difference in handling either type of network handover. Conversely, from the system viewpoint, a local handover involves a smaller number of network nodes than does a global handover.
As indicated in [3] , the different approaches proposed to handle network handovers can be broadly subdivided into four categories, which have completely different characteristics, performance, and impact on the ATM standards:
The full establishment approach requires the setup of a completely new connection between the end terminals. This is one of the earliest proposals, and it has a minor impact on the fixed network architecture. However, this procedure may not be sufficiently fast to guarantee that handovers do not cause timeouts to expire and connections to be abruptly terminated. In addition, both terminals must be involved in the path reestablishment operation. Figure 3 represents the VC evolution for a mobile terminal that roams through three macrocells in a network adopting the full establishment approach.
At each handover, the connection extension technique prolongates the VC between the terminals by adding one hop that provides the connection from the source BS to the destination BS through the fixed network. As proposed in [4] , this path extension can be performed by the source BS, as shown in Fig. 4 (if BSs have switching capabilities), or, as proposed in [5] , by the LE. The advantage of this approach is twofold: simple and reasonably fast execution, and intrinsic preservation of ATM cell sequence. Since no rerouting is performed some inefficiency may arise, especially when the mobile user circulates in a limited area, possibly returning to previously visited BSs. In this case closed loops may arise in the connection path. Figure 4 shows the VC modifications needed to follow the roaming terminal. It is quite evident that, although no closed loop arises in the illustrated situation, the resource waste is remarkable. Incremental reestablishment is the handover category where our proposal can be classified. This technique is appealing because it requires only the establishment of a new partial path (without the involvement of the remote terminal and network entities) which connects to a portion of the original connection path, therefore allowing VCs to be partly reused [3, 6, 7] . Note that, because of spatial locality in movement, it is very likely that the reestablished path to the new location of the mobile user shares most of the virtual paths (VPs) in the original path. As a consequence, this technique is expected to be fast, efficient, and transparent, so it can be imagined that the end user does not perceive the network handover as a service interruption. Figure 5 s Figure 1 . W-ATM scenario. shows the path rerouting performed while the terminal moves through the network. At each handover the optimal path is established, thus avoiding resource waste. The figure also indicates the PN, that is, the ATM switch that connects the original path to the incremental path for the handover occurring from BS 2 to BS 3 . Finally, the multicast establishment approach preallocates resources in the network portion surrounding the macrocell where the mobile user is located. When a new mobile connection is established, a set of virtual connections, named a virtual connection tree, is created, reaching all BSs managing the macrocells toward which the MT might move in the future. Thus, the mobile user can freely roam in the area covered by the tree without invoking the network call acceptance capabilities during handover. The allocation of the virtual connection tree may be static [8] or dynamic [9] during the connection lifetime. This approach is fast and statistically guarantees the QoS contract in case of network handover, since the QoS negotiation is executed only once, at connection establishment, allocating resources in the entire area where the mobile user is expected to roam. However, this approach may not be efficient in terms of network bandwidth utilization, since it introduces the possibility of refusing a connection because of lack of resources that may never be needed, and high signaling overheads, especially in the case of dynamic tree allocation. Figure 6 shows a multicast establishment, assuming that the MT moves within three macrocells. All the paths to the macrocells where the mobile is likely to roam are open all the time, although only one is used at any given time.
A two-phase handover was recently proposed in [10] , which combines the advantages of both connection extension and incremental reestablishment. The rationale behind this hybrid approach is the use of a fast procedure to handle the connection extension during handover, followed by the optimal VC reestablishment procedure, which is activated once the MT is already connected to the destination BS.
A Network Handover Approach Based on In-Band Signaling
The proposed network handover management technique exploits the incremental VC reestablishment procedure. Unlike some previous work on mobility management [3, 6, 11] , the presented handover protocol is based on in-band signaling, thus resulting in a solution that requires marginal modifications of the ATM signaling protocol standards and recommendations.
In-band signaling is implemented through the use of dedicated resource management ATM cells, similar to those used in the available bit rate (ABR) and ATM block transfer (ABT) ATM transfer capabilities [12 , 13] . These ATM cells, termed mobility enhancement signaling (MES) cells, are inserted in the data flow of a connection when the handover takes place. MES cells transparently cross ATM switches of the fixed network that are not upgraded to handle dynamic VC reestablishment. This allows a gradual introduction in the fixed network of ATM switches capable of interpreting MES cells and thus participating in the VC reestablishment procedure. In an initial phase, when only a (small) fraction of ATM switches have VC reestablishment capabilities, the PN, which must be chosen among upgraded ATM switches, may be quite far from LEs. This adversely affects performance with respect to a situation in which all ATM switches have VC reestablishment capabilities, so the PN can be much closer to LEs.
The VC reestablishment protocol is based on a few different types of MES cells to be exchanged between the MT and PN. The protocol is designed to perform both local and global handovers in a way that is transparent to the MT which does not need to be aware of the type of handover being executed.
The protocol procedure is explained in detail in Appendix A. In the following we give only a description of the key protocol features, to allow the reader to follow the performance discussion of the fourth section.
The handover protocol is the same in both local and global handover procedures, but the greater number of network entities involved in the case of global handover and the greater network span may induce different behaviors, so the two cases will be analyzed separately. Without restriction, we discuss here the case when the handover protocol is triggered by the MT. More generally, protocols based on in-band signaling have been found suitable for handling handover in other network configurations currently under investigation within the standardization bodies [14] . The objective of the protocol is to ensure that ATM cells are delivered to end terminals in sequence and without any loss, in spite of the interruption of the radio transmission 1 and the interruption of the fixed part of the connection due to network reconfiguration. This requires that ATM cells temporarily be buffered along the connection path while the VC is being reestablished. Indeed, the basic workout of the procedure is as described below for all handover configurations, even if some minor changes are needed in some cases; the BS handover buffer requirements are influenced mainly by the time the network needs to perform the reconfiguration, not by the specific network setup or what entity triggers the handover.
The considered network handover procedure is based on a make-break approach and, in order to reduce the ATM cell flow disruption, the rerouting of the downstream 2 connection is executed independent of the rerouting of the upstream connection; that is, the two rerouting operations possibly occur at different time instants. The incremental reestablishment of the connection is managed by the PN, selected in the early stages of the handover procedure. 3 When the PN commutes the downstream traffic to the new connection path, ATM cells are stored at the destination BS in the downstream handover buffer until the MT connects to the destination BS. Likewise, if the MT connects to the destination BS before the PN switches the upstream connection, the destination BS has to buffer data in the upstream handover buffer until the uplink connection to the network is ready. Also, buffering of the upstream traffic has to be performed at the MT during the radio handover latency (i.e., the period of absence of transmission and reception at the MT) due to the fact that it is disconnected from the source BS and not yet connected to the destination BS.
The advantage of hosting the handover buffers at the destination BS is twofold:
• ATM nodes need not allocate additional buffers to handle terminal mobility. • Traffic fluctuations originated by concurrent handovers can be dealt with at the destination BS using a shared buffer pool whose overall size can be designed to accommodate a maximum number of concurrent handovers, a parameter easily monitored by the BS itself.
Buffer Requirements at the Destination Base Station W hat we deem one of the critical issues in base station design is the buffering capacity necessary to handle multiple MTs simultaneously requesting handover toward the same destination BS. On the one hand, the number of ATM cells buffered at the MT is a function of both the MT offered load and the radio handover latency; on the other hand, the amount of cells stored in the upstream and downstream buffers at the destination BS is determined by the duration of the network handover and by the number of concurrent handovers being processed by the BS.
BSs, on the one hand, should be kept as simple and inexpensive as possible; on the other, they should not limit the QoS offered to mobile users. Therefore, it is important to determine the correlation between the maximum number of concurrent handovers that can be carried out at the destination BS and the buffer space necessary to guarantee loss-free ATM cell delivery. The buffering requirements for the management of multiple simultaneous handovers were studied with detailed simulations at the ATM cell level for a simple W-ATM scenario.
The proposed protocol was implemented within CLASS 4 [15] , a cell-level ATM network simulator developed at Politecnico di Torino in cooperation with CSELT (Centro Studi e Laboratori Telecomunicazioni, the research center of Telecom Italia). In the simulation model [16] , the opening of the incremental path and the closing of the original unused part are carried out without the need for additional signaling functions, so all the additional signaling for mobility management is currently limited to the in-band exchange of MES cells. Figure 7 shows the W-ATM network architecture that was simulated. As described in the appendix, the handover procedure must be executed simultaneously on both the upstream and downstream connections. The destination BS must provide buffer space for both upstream and downstream ATM cells; however, for the sake of brevity we limit our analysis to the upstream handover buffer. Similar results also apply to the downstream handover buffer.
The simulated W-ATM network scenario comprises four macrocells, each managed by a base station; BS 1 and BS 3 are connected to LE 1 , while BS 2 and BS 4 are connected to LE 2 ; a further ATM node (marked PN) connects the two LEs. Both local and global network handovers can take place in this scenario. A handover is local when an MT moves either from BS 2 to BS 4 (or vice versa) or from BS 1 to BS 3 (or vice versa). A handover is global when an MT moves from one of the upper macrocells (BS 1 and BS 3 ) to one of the lower macrocells (BS 2 and BS 4 ). When a global handover occurs, the ATM switch denoted PN serves as the pivot node. The mobility model implemented in our simulation experiments allows the inhibition of either handover type to allow an independent analysis of the two cases.
All links connecting ATM nodes and BSs have a data rate of 150 Mb/s. The one-way propagation delay between the BS and LE is equal to 0.25 ms, while between each LE and PN the propagation delay is a variable denoted D p . The propagation delay on the air interface is considered quite small, since each macrocell is assumed to cover a rather small area; in our simulation a value equal to 8.5 µs was chosen.
Each MT in the model represents the endpoint of one VC that reaches a (remote) user connected to the fixed network segment. The radio bandwidth allocated to each MT is 2 Mb/s for both upstream and downstream transmissions (thus 4 Mb/s total).
Traffic sources are supposed to alternate busy and idle periods such that the average offered load L o of each MT is equal to 1.9 Mb/s. The traffic is generated in the form of higher-layer protocol data units (PDUs) which are transmitted at the allowed peak cell rate so that the overall user behavior corresponds to an On-Off source, but the stochastical description of the on and off periods is not trivial. With the assumption that the average offered load is 1.9 Mb/s, considering that during the radio handover data are not transmitted but accumulate at the MT, when the transmission resumes the MT behaves like a persistent source for quite a long time. In this way we conduct our study under conservative conditions.
At the MT MES cells are transmitted with priority over data cells to avoid unnecessary delay determined by the queuing time of the data transmission buffer. The cell rate on the VC between the BS and LE is governed by a shaping device that controls the sustainable cell rate (SCR), peak cell rate (PCR), and maximum burst size (MBS). The results presented in this article are obtained assuming SCR = 2 Mb/s, PCR = 2.1 Mb/s, and the MBS high enough (a few tens of cells) to empty the handover buffer when the fixed part of the connection is reestablished at the end of the handover procedure.
A handover request can be rejected (blocked) due to two reasons:
• The destination BS is already serving the maximum number of MTs' connections allowed by the capacity of the link toward the LE.
• The destination BS is already handling the maximum allowed number of concurrent handovers. We assume that the maximum number of MTs served by one BS is 70 (thus leading to a 93 percent maximum nominal load of the 150 Mb/s link capacity); the average number of MTs per BS is 60. The distribution of the time interval between two consecutive handovers of the same MT is assumed to be uniform with mean chosen to originate approximately an overall handover blocking probability of 2 percent. Practically speaking, this means that the average value of the time interval varies between roughly 155 ms and 2700 ms depending on the maximum number of concurrent handovers and the propagation delay between the BSs and PN, while the standard deviation is constant and equal to 9/(11√ -3).
s Figure 7 . The simulated W-ATM network. ATM nodes are assumed to be nonblocking with fixed crossover delay. As shown in Fig. 12 in Appendix A, the buffering time lapse at the destination BS is affected only by the update time of routing tables at the PN, while during the establishment of the incremental part of the path, the MT continues transmitting and receiving over the old part of the connection, and the time needed to perform this operation does not affect the buffer occupancy. The time needed by the PN to update the routing tables, for both downstream and upstream connections, is assumed to be about 4 ms, a value measured on small-size switches [7, 17] . The radio handover latency is a random variable with uniform distribution between two extremes: twice the radio propagation delay (17 µs), and twice the cell transmission time at the radio interface (425 µs).
First of all, let us observe the upstream handover buffer occupancy versus time during two partially overlapping handovers performed by two different MTs, say MT a and MT b ; the handover could be either local or global without affecting the transient behavior. Figure 8 reports the total number of ATM cells in the BS handover buffer versus time expressed in milliseconds: time = 0 corresponds to the instant when the MT connects to the destination BS. The handover buffer is managed on a per-VC basis, but Fig. 8 reports the global overall buffer occupancy, adding the contributions of the two different procedures. After MT a starts sending ATM cells to the destination BS, the buffer occupancy increases linearly until the connection with the LE is enabled; this time instant (δ 5 in Fig. 12 ) is highlighted by the downward arrow roughly at time 5 ms. When the uplink connection is ready, the BS begins to forward the data flow on the uplink, and the handover buffer starts emptying with a speed that depends on the ratio between PCR and SCR (unless the MT stops transmitting, but this is not the case in the handover under consideration). The upward arrow with a x marker points to the instant when MT b connects to the destination BS: the buffer occupancy starts again to increase with a rate equal to the difference between the rate of ATM cell arrivals from MT b and the rate at which ATM cells of MT a leave the buffer (PCR > SCR). The downward arrow approximately at time 55 ms identifies the instant when MT b starts forwarding data to the BS. After this time the buffer occupancy starts decreasing with a speed proportional to the difference between PCR a + PCR b and SCR a + SCR b until the transient of the first handover is over (upward arrow with * marker). From this instant on, the buffer continues emptying at a slower pace until the transient relative to the second handover also ends.
It is interesting to notice that, from the protocol viewpoint, the handover at the destination BS ends when the PN switches the upstream connection and the destination BS can start transmitting on the uplink, but the upstream handover buffer is not completely emptied for quite a long period after this time, depending on the allowed peak rate. This phenomenon may raise some concern about the buffer requirements when multiple handovers are managed simultaneously. Figure 9 reports the probability density function of the number of ATM cells in the upstream handover buffer in the case of local handovers only, for different values of the maximum number of simultaneous network handovers M HO allowed at each destination BS. M HO only identifies handover procedures that are active from the protocol point of view, not considering the whole transient time needed to completely empty the upstream handover buffer. With reference to Fig.  12 , a handover procedure is declared to be active at the destination base station for a time lapse starting halfway between T 1 and T 2 (when the incremental part of the path is opened) and ending at δ 5 (when the uplink incremental part of the path is enabled).
The distribution of the number of ATM cells is reported for values of M HO = 3, 5, 8, and 10. As can be expected, the buffer occupancy grows as M HO increases, and the growth of the maximum buffer occupancy is roughly linear. Although the buffer requirements increase almost linearly with the number of allowed simultaneous handovers, the overall requirements are not exceedingly large, and, regardless of M HO , the decay of the tail of the probability density function is quite fast, so very low ATM cell loss probabilities are easily ensured. Figure 10 reports similar results for the case of global network handovers, assuming that the propagation delay between each LE and the PN is 0.5 ms. Also in this case the distribution of the number of ATM cells is reported for values of M HO = 3, 5, 8, and 10. The buffer occupancy distributions have shape similar to that obtained for local handovers, but indicate that somewhat larger buffers are necessary in this case due to the additional propagation delays necessary to propagate MES cells from one LE to the other via the PN.
Results shown in Fig. 11 are obtained assuming a propagation delay between the PN and the LEs of 5 ms. As expected, a further growth of the propagation delays involved in the network handover procedures negatively impacts the buffering requirements. Nevertheless, buffers of acceptable size are still sufficient to guarantee low buffer overflow probabilities even when quite a large number of concurrent handover procedures take place at the destination BS. 
Conclusions
T he problem of VC management within W-ATM networks with mobile terminals was discussed, illustrating a novel proposal for the dynamic reestablishment of VCs within the short time span of the mobile terminal handover from one macrocell to another.
It was shown that VC reestablishment with guaranteed insequence and loss-free ATM cell delivery can be achieved by using in-band signaling and reserving buffering resources at the destination base station, an approach that marginally affects the architecture of the ATM switches in the wired network.
In particular, the in-band signaling approach allows an incremental upgrade of the wired ATM network to serve mobile users, with a transition phase characterized by only a subset of ATM switches upgraded to handle VC reestablishment. In addition, limited buffering capability is sufficient at the destination base station in order to efficiently handle simultaneous handovers. protocol instances). Highly correlated connections can also require a coordinated handover procedure. For the sake of simplicity here we describe only the handover procedure for a single connection. Table 1 describes the proposed format of the MES cells, which are special-purpose resource management cells. The ID field of MES cells is set to a value consistent with the ITU-T and ATM Forum specifications [12 , 13] , and identifies the use of these ATM cells for mobility-enhanced services. by the PN to enable transmission on the incremental portion of the uplink connection. FLOW_ID: This field can be used to manage the coordinated handover of several connections. If the value is 0, the handover of the connection to which MES cells belong is managed independent from all others. PRI: 4-bit field indicating how badly the handover is needed by the mobile terminal; it is used to manage handover priorities if the network cannot manage all handover requests simultaneously. QOS_MOD: 4-bit field indicating the possibility of a renegotiation of the QoS parameters for the connection; 0 indicates that no renegotiation is needed or permitted, other values are still to be defined. PFL: 4-bit field used to manage the MES cell propagation depth: depending on its value the MES cell will be removed from the connection by a different entity (e.g., the PN or the destination BS). S_BSA: Source BS address (13 bytes). T1_BSA: First destination BS address (13 bytes). T2_BSA: Second destination BS address (13 bytes). CRC: Standard resource management cells' cyclic redundancy code. A network handover is initiated when an MT enters an area belonging to two or more macrocells. Macrocells cover fairly large areas, and overlap to an extent that makes the probability of an MT being in an area covered by several BSs not marginal; from this consideration stems the need to indicate more than one destination BS when requesting a handover: the network will choose one, for instance, depending on the signal level or the BS load. Once the destination BS has been defined, the handover takes place toward this BS, and any further network handover is inhibited for this connection until this one has ended. If both the origin and destination BSs are under the jurisdiction of the same LE, the network handover is defined as local; otherwise, it is defined as global. In global handovers the system has to identify the PN, also called cross-over switch, that is, the node where the connection is rerouted, while for local handovers this role is played directly by the LE. From the point of view of the MT, there is no difference in handling either network handover. Figure 12 shows the temporal diagram of a network handover, assuming that the mobile terminal moves from the macrocell controlled by BS 1 to the one controlled by BS 2 . Radio channel c 1 is used by the terminal to communicate with BS 1 while radio channel c 2 is used to communicate with BS 2 ; hence, in Fig. 12 MT is denoted by MT 1 and MT 2 before and after the radio handover, respectively.
The handover is driven by the mobile terminal, which starts the procedure when, for instance, the radio transmission conditions force it to switch from BS 1 to BS 2 . In order to start the network handover procedure, the MT sends an HOR message over the connection. While waiting for the HOC message that confirms the acceptance to process the handover, the MT continues sending data cells using the original upstream connection. BS 1 copies the arriving MES cell containing the HOR message and immediately forwards it to the LE.
Upon reaching the LE, the HOR message is temporarily removed from the ATM cell flow, since the LE must parse it and decide whether the handover is local or global: in the former case the LE manages the handover; otherwise, the PN must be located, and the HOR message must be forwarded to the PN itself. The time lapse between τ 1 and τ 2 is indeed used s by the network to identify the PN, be it the LE or any other upstream node. The details of this aspect of the handover procedure are not considered here, since the PN search algorithm is beyond the scope of this analysis. Details concerning algorithms that can be adopted for this purpose can be found in [3] ; however, it can be argued that, given the connection route, the PN location depends only on the destination BS, not on the MT identity; hence, since the number of macrocells is limited, the PN search algorithm can be run off-line and a table with the PN location for each possible destination BS can be stored by LE, so the time lapse τ 1 -τ 2 can be kept small and almost constant. The key functions in network handover procedures are performed by the PN upon receiving the HOR message; the interval T 1 -T 2 between HOR reception and HOC transmission is used by the PN to establish the incremental path toward BS 2 . We assume that a make-break approach is used, so PN must establish both uplink and downlink connections toward BS 2 , and verify that BS 2 has enough resources to perform the handover, at both the ATM and radio levels. Before sending the HOC message, the PN must update its downstream routing tables; the data transfer on the new route is initiated as soon as an ATM cell arrives at the PN on the downstream connection, and is preceded by the SDF DOWN message; if, when the SDF DOWN message reaches BS 2 , the radio handover is not completed yet, ATM cells are stored at the BS. Notice that the proposed protocol limits the buffering of ATM cells during the handover at the destination BS only, while the source BS, and, most important, ATM nodes, never need to buffer ATM cells during network handovers. BS 2 stores ATM cells on the downlink in the downstream handover buffer during the interval δ 1 -δ 3 .
Upon reception of the HOC message, the MT terminates the upstream transmission through BS 1 by sending the EDF message. This message informs the PN that no more upstream data cells will arrive through BS 1 and that the upstream routing table can be updated (the upstream connection from BS 2 has been opened together with the downstream one, so only the routing table update is needed); when the routing tables are updated, the PN sends the ULR message to BS 2 , indicating that the upstream transmission on the wired segment can be resumed. While the radio connection with the destination BS 2 is not yet established, upstream transmission is suspended at the MT that stores the generated data cells in the transmission buffer (during the time lapse between t 3 and t 4 ); when the radio connection with BS 2 is established, the MT sends the SDF UP message and resumes its upstream transmission immediately, minimizing the buffering at the MT. Note, however, that if the MT radio interface has macrodiversity capabilities, the need for ATM cell buffering at the MT during handovers may become negligible. BS 2 buffers SDF UP and all the upstream data cells in the upstream handover buffer until the connection to the PN is established and enabled; this condition is signaled by means of the ULR message. When the uplink connection is ready, BS 2 forwards the SDF UP message and immediately resumes the uplink transmission, so the maximum per-connection upstream handover buffer occupancy only depends on the interval between δ 2 and δ 5 . The handover buffers, both uplink and downlink, empty with a speed that depends on both the service rate of the wired and radio links, and the load offered by the mobile and remote terminals, respectively. SDF UP is also the implicit acknowledgment that the handover protocol is finishing; when it reaches the PN at time T 6 the procedure is over, and, if needed, a new network handover can be started for the same connection.
s Figure 12 . Temporal diagram of a network handover using in-band signaling messages. 
